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ing A compression technique which prg
entire message, rather than encoding ea
assage. Arithmetic coding improves
g, although it is slower. See ais,iuffman Encoding.

ic Unit ALU. The part of the CPU (Cent;
hat performs the arithmetic and logic:croprocessor.

ration The process that results in a rrraiit
ilution during the execution of an arithmeg
tluation of an arithmetic expression.

rister A register (i.e. short-term store;
;the operands or the results of operation
operations, logic operations, and Shifts,
t The part of a computing system wing
is that perform the arithmetic operation;

art shows that a file or program has beg’
must be “exploded” with the arj prograg

read or used. Groups of files may be can.
it this is more commonly done with the Zip

us Response Mode. A communication
re primary station and at least one see.
are either the primary or one of the secon-ransmrssron.

oquial expression for a dumb, but beauti-
your arm, as you arrive at the party, is;

“My,” say your friends, “You have grea

re fabled battlefield where God’s heavenly
t the demon-led forces of evil The final

at protection usually accomplished bya
re, braid or served wires or by a combina-
Jes or wires applied over a cable sheath for
n. it is normally found only over the outer
red mostly on cables lying on lake or river
rhore ends of oceans. See Armored Cable.
1. A stainless steel handset cord which is

idalism. Typically used on a coin phone
handset cords are too short. This is saidtii

are first ordered for use in prisons, where
certain they would not be used by the pile
devices. Thus, they requested Weslem

n too short for such a use. Whether thereis
;tory is dubious. However, it is part of fete
history and therefore, worth preserving.
an armored cable has its sheath covered
e layers: a vinyl jacket, a steel wrap. and
it. Armored cable is intended for use in
ations; the steel armor protects the sheath
g installation. See also Hard Cable.
olution Protocol. 1. A low—|evel protocol
ssion Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
"maps" IP addresses to the corresponding

In other words, ARP is used to obtain the
hen only the logical address is known. All
he IP address is broadcast onto the net-
r which the IP address resides responds
address in order that the packets can be
' of example, TCP/IP requires ARP for use
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hernet, in which case the physical address would be
by the MAC address hard-coded on the NlC (Network

Interface Card) of the target evorkstatian. See la)lsi)d(ijtARP
g_ A low-level protocol w rc serves o map _ a resses, or
Omar non-ATM addresses, to the corresponding address of
.,,e get ATM device. Once the ATM address has been iden-

lifted, the ARP sewer canstfrearaj data to the target device as
mg aSmeSeSS|t(1mF|fS mainhaugioiects A enc ' of the U S
“Pam/e\igtVtE)‘fnD?2fens£r3eS((%hCie whole DOD agnuaitelecommuni-'a - . . .

gallons bill exceeds $i b|l|lOil.g Muca ;t\Jif‘|t3l;\e eauntryst early;
work on packet switching was one a . one s age 1
was called D_ARPA, which stands for Defense Advanced

398"” mt fun 9 ifisel r t Th D 'th' DARPA
ARPANET and lam riigAiQi5eTm'e "Isis glniup ms t
rgspofislble forlthe A lS (rr orma ion ys ems
TechFllqUES Otfrce), formerly IPTO (information Processing
Techniques Office). See also DARPA lnternet. DARPA has
changed its name to ARPA and back again. Its hard to keep up.
c|uIAltEl' Advanced Research Proiects Agency NETwork._ A
Department of Defense data network, developed by _ARPA, which
tied together many users and computers in universities, govern-
ment and businesses. ARPANET was the forerunnerof many
developments in cornmercralvdata communications, including
packet switching, which was first tested on a large scaleon this
network. The predecessor of the internal, it was started in 1_ 969
with funds from the Defense Departments Advanced Proiects
Research Agency (ARPA). ARPANE‘ was split into DA_RFANET
(Defense ARPANET) and MILNET (MlLitary NETwork) in 1983.
AHPANH was officially retired in _1 990.
ARPM Average Revenue Per_ Minute.
no Automatic. Retransmissior reOuest. The standard
method of checking transmitted data, used or virtually all
high-speed data comrnunrcatiors systems. The sender
encodes an error—delection field based on the contents of the
message. The receiver recalculates the check f eta and com-
pares it with that received. if they match, an "ACK _(acknow|-
edgment) is transmitted to the serlder. If they dont match, a
‘NAK" (negative acknowledgment) s returned, and the sender
retransmits the message. Note: the method 0 error correc-
tion assumes the sender temporarily or permanently stores
the data it has sent. Otherwise, it couldn't possbly retransmit
the data. No error detection scheme in data transmission is
foolproof. This one is no exceptior.
Array 1. The description of a location of polite by coordi-
nates A 2-D array is described w'th x,y coordinates. A 3-D
array is described with x,y,z coordinates.
2. A named, ordered collection of data elements hat have iden-
tical attributes; or an ordered collection of identical structures.
3. Two or more hard disks that read and write the same data.
in a RAID system, the operating system treats the array as if it
were a single hard disk.
Array Antenna Take a bunch of directional antennas. Aim
them at the same transmitting source. Join them together.
Presto, you now have a very powerful giant antenna. Array
antennas are used for picking up weak signals. They are often
used in astronomical and defense communications systems.
Array Connector A connector for use with ribbon fiber cable
that ioins 12 fibers simultaneously. A fan-out array design can
be used to connect ribbon fiber cables to non—ribbon cables.
llray Processor A processor capable of executing
instructions in which the operands may be arrays rather than
data elements.

with El
Arrestor A device used to protect telephone equipment
from lightning, electrical storms, etc. An arrestor is typically
gas filled so when lightning strikes, the gas ionizes and,
bingo, a low resistance to the ground that drains the damag-
ing high voltage elements of the lightning away.
Arrival late A call center term. The pattern in which calls
arrive. Call Arrival Rates can be smooth, like outgoing telemar-
keting calls, or random, like incomingtoll-free number calls, or
peaked, where calls escalate in response to advertising.
ARS Automatic Route Selection, also called Least Cost
Routing. A way that your phone system automatically choos-
es the least expensive way of making the call that it is pre-
sented with. That least expensive way may be a tie line or a
WATS line, etc. it may even be dial-up. See Least Cost
Routing and Alternate Routing.
Article An Internet term. An article is a USENET conversa-
tion element. It is a computer file that contains a question or
piece of information made available to the USENET commu-
nity by posting to a newsgroup.
Artifacts Distortions in a video signal. Unintended,
unwanted visual aberrations in a video image. In all kinds of
computer graphics, including any display on a monitor, arti-
facts are things you don't want to see. They fall into many cat-
egories (such as speckles in scanned pictures), but they all
have one thing in common: they are chunks of stray pixels
that don't belong in the image.
Artificial Intelligence In 19305, Alan Turing, a British
mathematician, challenged scientists to create a machine that
could trick people into thinking it was one of them. The idea
is that a computer will have achieved intelligence when a per-
son chatting over a teletype is unable to tell whether a human
being or a machine is at the other end of the conversation.
And this for long was THE classic definition of artificial intel-
ligence. After half a century, the prospect of passing the
Turing test remains so remote that many computer scientists
have abandoned it as a practical goal. The real challenge
these days with artificial intelligence, now more commonly
called “expert systems,” is not to recreate people but to rec-
ognize the uniqueness of machine intelligence and learn to
work with it in intelligent, useful ways.
Artificial lino Interface in T—1 transmission, refers to
the ability of a piece of transmission equipment to attenuate
its output level to meet the required loop loss of 15-225 dB
normally switch selectable between 07.5, and dB.
Allll Audio Response Unit. A device which gives audible infor-
mation to someone calling on the phone. “Press 1 for the train
timetable to Boston." The ARU reads the timetable. The caller
responds to questions by punching buttons on his telephone
keypad. If this sounds like Interactive Voice Response — IVR,
you're 100% right because that's exactly what it is. See lVR.
AS 1. Autonomous System. An Internet term. An Autonomous
System is just that — a system which is autonomous.
Typically, an AS is an lSP, an Internet Service Provider. Within
the lSP, routers exchange information freely — all systems
are trusted, as they are under a single administration in the
same domain. Therefore, such systems can run an IGP
(Interior Gateway Protocol) such as lGRP (Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol) or OSPF (Open Shortest Path First). As the
same level of trust does not exist between ASs, they must run
an EGP (Exterior Gateway Protocol) such as BGP (Border
Gateway Protocol) or IDRP (|nterDomain Routing Protocol).
See also BGP, EGP, IDRP, IGP, lGRP and OSPF.
2.Australian Standards. Standards that have been approved
by Standards Australia in response to formal requests from
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ack-end can be the result of the reps selling .‘.
the product. See Front End Results.
feed Pull Used in tight locations where it's i~
arge cable pulling equipment. The cable is fed ~
im the mid-point. The first section of cable is
zction. Afterthis is fed, the remaining cable tsp’
through the opposite direction to the other eng‘
Iaul Back haul is a verb. A communications ii
hauling when it takes traffic beyond its destin
iere are many reasons it might do this. The first
ae cheaper to go that route instead of going i‘
yht, for example, have a full—time private line ii
Dallas. You might find it cheaper to reach Na .
3 Dallas first, then dialing back to Nashville. v

of backhauling may change from one in ”
‘as the line to Dallas is empty, close to full I
r reason for back hauling is that you may . a"
nodate changes in your calling or staffing .1‘
iy have an automatic call distributor in Omaha . ’
ago. A call from New York may come into your l
iut when it gets there you may discover that ‘
nts available to handle the call. So it may no;
to back haul the call to the Chicago ACD, '
s available. In fiber networks, back hauling is lg
ement technique used to reduce the expense of
i/demultiplexing. s_
Hoe Fde The degradation in service ii‘

I backhoe cuts your buried fiber optic cable. Cal _
re sometimes not all communications are out i.
:hey are all cut off, the term becomes a eup .“_
to report a back hoe fade to your boss than ;
just lost 158,000 circuits between New Y ’

ngton. Our customers are not pleased."
Office Operations Management and sup '

in be performed away from a companys head 5
is telemarketing, credit card processing, data H
:e and many clerical and accounting function:
operations are an economic development op_
all communities that have the appropriate inlr _
advanced telecommunications, reliable expr
es.) Back office operations are helping sharea _,
l of place, one in which, for example, --- J
aness is no longer a liability — because of let,
M15 and other linkages to the “outside" world. ’
; Porch The portion of a video signal that oc ‘
anking from the end of horizontal sync to the -‘,5
live video. The blanking signal portion wli,
en the trailing edge of a horizontal sync pulse 1
g edge of the corresponding blanking pulse. 0 i
ated on the back porch. ‘
r Proieclion When the projection is placed I
n (as it is in television and various video co :,
rations where the image is displayed on anion
screen) it is described as a back projections *
systems the viewer sees the image via the tran .

ht as opposed to reflection used in front prtyle '1:
Audiences generally prefer back projection E

they seem brighter. ,
c lo Back Channel Bank The connection

ency and signaling leads betweenlchannel "
rdropping (ie. removing) and inserting (ie. a 3nets. ‘—
ii to Back Connection A connection be .
it of a transmitting device and the input of an -“
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Wining device. When used for equipment measurementsor
- urposes, this eliminates the effects of the transmis-

ggringhgnnel or medium.
"A, go Back Peering Peering is when large ISPS
(Internet Service Providers) assume that the traffic is approx-
imafly equal between them, and both benefit equally from a
pee connectivity between them since both companies need
each others network to get people to their web sites. These
[SP5 allow traffic from these large lSPs to enter their network
tor free. Companies that are allowed into this prestigious club
are called Tier 1 providers. They include Sprint, CAIS, UUNet,
PSlNet (the first and largest independent commercial ISP in

ineworid), CablehandMWiLelehss, etc. Companies that do ntot
have large enttirtligg néamgrrkss ave o pay ier companies o
gemcess [0 em one Back to s uare one (or “back at
‘uh Io §qm'“l'ie th r‘ 'nal qa of sa 'n 't) comes
square one, whic was e Otlgl fvv y th Thfrom football radio cornmen aries rom e_ s. __ere

gging no pictore,_these live retpglrts wriluld explainghe ]IJOSlt_|CtlJfl
or play by dividing the fogt ampitc ligo nuhm erejdllgri siSquare one was just in ion 0 egoa. o,w ena Ha wen
out or play and resulted in a goal kick, the play was back at

if? firisyfsgr A program or device that copies files so( . V
at least two up-to—date copies always exist. _ _
Iaclclcone The backbone is the part of the communications
network which carries the heaviest ‘traffic. The backbone is
also that_part of _a network which joins LANs together —
either inside a building or across a city or the country. LANs
are connected to the backbore via bridges and/or routers and
the backbone serves as a conrnunications highway for LAN-
to-LAN traffic. The backbone is one basis for design of the
overall network service. The backbone may be the more per-
manent part of the netiivork. A backbone in a LAN, a WAN, or
a combination of both dedcated to providing connectivity

SUbilt;tW0f|klS in ari¢entelrprise—wi;r\le network. dc one on ing on uclor copper con uctor
extending from the telecomrrunications main grounding bus-

berti|i(tltie larthestlhloor telecommunications grounding busbar.In one to ing Gabe and connecting hardware that
comprise the main and intermediate cross—connects, as well
as cable runs that extend be ween telecommunications clos-

ifi iigiiipmer;_tlroom|'sTa:id entrance fgci_l|i(§i_es. h m b k( one ose BCOSB llla Ul lflgW STE 8 8C -
bone cable is terminated and cross connected to either hori-

z'o:ita|lli.listribugion ‘cable or o her backbone cable._ c one aci ilies Plant and equipment used to pro-

v:de1trans;ndission services to connect tributary facilities fromcusers o ispersed users or devices. See Backbone.
Backbone Network The part of a communications facil-
littthat connects primary nodes; a primary shared communi-
cations path that serves multiple users via multiplexing at
designated jumping-off points. A transmission facility, or
mllcernent of such facilities, designed to connect lower
Weed channels or clusters of dispersed users or devices.

|Ic||:|I:one gulhsyslem See Riser Subsystem._ one o orizontal Cross-Connect BHC. Point

mgerconnection between backbone wiring and horizontal
filocnckbone Wiring The physical/electrical interconnec-s between telecommunications closets and equipment
rooms Cross-Connect hardware and cabling in the Main and
flflmediate Cross-Connects are considered part of the back-fle wiring.

Backcharging A phone fraud term. Backcharging is start-
ing the clock on a phone call at the time a customer contacts
the long-distant phone service provider — not when the per-
son being called answers the phone — which is what it
should be.
Backfeecl Pull A method used to pull cable into a conduit
or a duct liner when the cable is long or when placing cable
into controlled environmental vaults, central offices, or under
streets. With this method, the cable pays off its reel at an
intermediate manhole and is first pulled ir one direction. The
remaining cable is then removed from tie reel, laid on the
ground, and then pulled in the opposite drection.
Backfile Conversion The process of scanning in, index-
ing and storing a large backlog of paper or microform docu-
ments in preparation of an imaging system. Because of the
time-consuming and specialized nature o the task, it is gen-
erally performed by a service bureau.
Backfilling To designate memory on ar expanded memory
card and make it available for use as conventional memory.
Background See Background Processing.
Background Area of Concern, Consequence
Incenlive BACl. A questioning strategy used by
Lucent Technologies for uncovering a customer's implied
needs and converting them to clearly defned ones that may
lead to a purchasing decision.
Background Communiccrlion Daa communication,
such as downloading a file from a builet'n board, that takes
place in the background while the user concentrates on
another application (eg. a spreadsheet) ii the foreground.
Background Music This feature at ows music to be
played through speakers in the ceiling and/or through speak-
ers in each telephone, throughout the office, or office-by-
office, or selectively. Background music is typically played
through paging speakers, but it can also be played through
the speakers of speakerphones. In fact, the two — paging and
background music — often go hand-in-hand. When you want
to page someone, the music turns off automatically and
comes back on when the paging is over. The same thing hap-
pens on airplanes. Background music is said to motivate
workers, often into shutting it off.
Background Noise The noise you hear when nothing
else is being transmitted. Digital circuits are so quiet that
some form of White Noise must be injeccted into them so as
to prevent people from suspecting that the circuit they’re
speaking on has gone dead. See also White Noise.
Background Processing The automatic execution of

’ lower priority computer programs when higher priority pro-
grams are not using the computer’s resources. A higher pri-
ority task would be completing calls. A lower priority task
would be running diagnostics. Some PBXs have this feature.
Some insist on running their diagnostics even though they
are choked with calls. The smarter ones tone down their diag-
nostics when they get busier, which makes sense.
Background Program A low priority program operating
automatically when a higher priority (foreground) program is
not using the computer system’s resources.
Background Task A secondary job performed while the
user is performing a primary task. Forexample, many network
servers will carry out the duties of the network (like control-
ling who is talking to whom) in the background, while at the
same time the user is running his own foreground application

"(like word processing). See also Background Processing.
Backlcaul See Back Haul.
Backhoe Fade See Back Hoe Fade.
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ring installation or manufacture to identify it.
and Pass Filter BPF A device which passes a specific
ige of frequencies and (in theory) blocks all others.
and Splitter A multiplexer designed to split the available
iquency band into several smaller channels. A band splitter
it use time division or frequency division multiplexing.
and Stop Filter BSF. A device which blocks a specific
ige of frequencies and (in theory) passes all others.
and, Citizens One of two bands used for low power
tio transmissions in the United States ~ either 26.965 to
.225 megahertz or 462.55 to 469.95 megahertz. Citizens
nd radio is not allowed in many countries, even some civi-
ed countries. In some countries they use different frequen-
ts. CB radios, in the United States, are limited by FCC rule
four WATTS of power, which gives each CB radio a range
several miles. Some naughty people boost their CBS with
ternal power. The author of this dictionary has actually spo-
n to Australia while driving on the Santa Monica Freeway in
s Angeles. See also CB.
Ind, Frequency The frequencies between the upper and
Net bands. See also BAND. Here is the accepted explana-
n of “bands:"

low 300 Hertz — ELF — Extremely lowlrequency
0—3,000 Hertz — ILF — infra Low Frequency

3—30 kHz — VLF — Very Low Frequency
30-300 kHz — LF — Low Frequency

00—3,000 kHz — MF — Medium Frequency
3-30 MHz — HF — High Frequency

30-300 MHZ — VHF— Very High Frequency
t0—3,00tJ MHz — UHF—— Ultra High Frequency

3——3OGHz — SHF— SuperHigh Frequency
30—30OGHz — EHF— Extremely High Frequency

)0——3,000 GHz — THF — Tremendously High Frequency

American
0.2-1.0 Ghz

1-2 Ghz
2-4 Ghz
4-8 Ghz

8-125 Ghz

European
02-0375 Ghz
0.375-1.5 Ghz

1.5-3.75 Ghz
3.75-6 Ghz
6-11.5 Ghz

- 11.5-18 Ghz
12.5—iEl Ghz
‘|8—26.5 Ghz
26.5-40 Ghz 18-30 on}

- 30-47 Ghz
mded Memory In a PostScript printer, virtual printer
imory is a pan of memory that stores font information. The
imory in Postscript printers is divided into banded TlBTll0-
and virtual memory. Banded memory contains gaphics

d page-layout information needed to print your documents.
tual memory contains any font information that is sent to
ur printer either when you print a document or wten you
wnload fonts.

mded Iiale A price range for regulated telephoie ser-
:e that has a minimum floor and maximum ceilirg. The
nimum covers the cost of service; the maximum is he rate
id in the price list.
mdil Mobile A mobile subscriber that is revealed in the
l—ticketing records as having an invalid ESN, inval'd tele-
one number, or other problem that warrants denial of ser-
ie to that mobile.

mio Also called beaver tail. Used to connect devices to
idular jack wiring for testing. See Modular B eakout
apter.

Band
P
L
S
C
X
J
Ku
K
Ka
Q
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Bunio cli See Modular Breakout Adapter.‘
ggndmar ing A continuous circumferential band applied
to an insulated conductor at regular intervals for identification.
undpass The range of frequencies that a channel will
transmit (i.e. pass through) without excessive attenuation.
ggmlpllss Filler A device which transmits a band of fre-
quencies and blocks or absorbs allother frequencies not in

specified band. Often used in frequency division multi-
pjexirig to separate one conversation from many.
gundpass limiter A device that imposes hard limiting on
a signal and contains a filter that suppresses the unwanted
products of the limiting process.
Bandwidth 1. in telecommunications, bandwidth is the
width of a communications channel. In analog communica-
tions, bandwidth is typically measured in Hertz — cycles per
secord. In digital communications, bandwidth is typically
measured in bits per second (bps). A voice conversation in
analog format is typically 3,000 Hertz, carried in a 4,000 Hertz
analog channel. in digital communications, encoded in POM,
its 64,000 hits per second. 00 not confuse bandwidth with
band. Lets say we’re running a communications device in the
12 GI-z band. What's its bandwidth? That's the space it's occu-
pying. Lets say it's occupying from 12 GHz to 12.1 GHz. This
neans that it's occupying the space from 12,000,000,000 Hz
o12,100,000,000 Hz. This means its bandwidth is one hun-
dred iillion cycles or one hundred megahertz (100 MHz).
Atfilia ed terms are narrowband, wideband and broadband.
While these are not precise terms, narrowband generally refers
o sor e number of 64 Kbps channels (Nx64) providing aggre-
gate bandwidth less than 1.544 Mbps (24x64 Kbps, or T—1),
wideband is 1.544 Mbps45 Mbps (T-1 to T-3) and broadband
provic es 45 Mbps (T-3) or better.
2. The capacity to move information. A person who can mas-
er ha dware, software, manufacturing and marketing — and
plays the oboe or some other musical instrument — is “high
bandwidth.” The term is believed to have originated in
Redmond, WA in the headquarters of Microsoft. People there
'eg., Bill Gates) who are super-intelligent and have generally
Jroad capabilities, are said to have “high bandwidth.”
3. Microsoft jargon for schedule. For example, ‘‘I have a band-
width problem" means that l have an overloaded schedule.
4. The combined girth of a rock band. By way of example, the
Jand "Meat|oal” is broadband, largely due to the individual
girth of the singer by the same name. On the other hand, the
"Flolling Stones" are narrowband, due largely to the svelte
Mick Jagger. While the "Rolling Stones" are older, they are
also richerthan is “Meatloaf.” So, bandwidth is not everything!
Bandwidth Augmentation Bandwidth augmentation is
the ability to add another communications channel to an
already existing communications channel.
Bandwidth Compression A technique to reduce the
bandwidth needed to transmit a given amount of information.
Bandwidth compression is used typically in “picture type"
transmissions — such as facsimile, imaging or video-con-
ferencing. For example, early facsimile machines scanned
each bit of the document to be sent and sent a YES or NO (if
there was material in that spot or not). More modern
machines simply skip overall the blank spaces and transmit
a message to the receiving facsimile machine when to start
printing dots again. A facsimile "picture" is made up of tiny
dots, similar to printing photos in a magazine. Today, band-
width compression is used to transmit voice, video and data.
There are many techniques, few of which are standard. The
key, of course, is that if you’re going to compress a “conver-

sation” at one end, you must “decompress” it at the other
end. Thus, in every bandwidth compressed conversation there
nust be two sets of equipment, one at each end. And they bet-
er be compatible.
Bandwidth Envy l have a dial-up connnection to the
nternet. You have a DSL line. You‘re running 20 to 30 times
aster than me. I envy your good luck. I have bandwidth envy.
Bandwidth Junkie One who worships brute speed when
‘t comes to Internet connections. He's the type of person who
has a T-1 line in his bedroom. Eric Smestad,
ninfan@Limbo.Alleged.com, wrote me, “After reading your
definition of “Bandwidth junkie” i started to feel rather wor-
ied, you see, I am afraid that two of my friends and i may be

bandwidth junkies. We live in the same apartment building
and have ethernet cable ran from apartment to apartment, a
switched hub, and a T—1 line to the Internet with a Cisco
outer. These seem to be obvious symptoms. is there a cure?"

Answer, there is no cure.
Bandwidth limited Operation The condition prevail-
'ng when the system bandwidth, rather than the amplitude (or
power) of the received signal, limits performance. The condi-
ion is reached when the system distorts the shape of the sig-

nal wavetorm beyond specified limits. For linear systems,
bandwidth-limited operation is equivalent to distortion-limit-
ed operation.
Bandwidth On Demand Just what it sounds like. You
want two 56 Kbps circuits this moment for a videoconference.
No problem. Use one of the newer pieces of telecommunica-
tions equipment and ‘‘dial up" the bandwidth you need. An
example of such a piece of equipment is an inverse multiplex-
er. Uses for bandwidth on demand include video conferencing,
LAN interconnection and disaster recovery. Bandwidth on
demand is typically done only with digital circuits (they're eas-
ier to combine). Bandwidth on demand is typically carved out
of a T—1 circuit, which is permanently connected to the cus-
tomer's premises trom a long distance carrier's central office,
also called a POP — Point of Presence.

Itang An exclamation point (i) used in a Unix-to—Unix Copy
Program (UUCP) electronic mail address. People who are on
AT&T Mail often give you their mail address as “Bang Their
Name.” My AT&T Mail address used to be Bang HarryNewton,
i.e. !HarryNewton.
Bang Path A series of UUCP nodes mail will pass through
to reach a remote user. Node names are separated by excla-
mation marks nicknamed “bangs." The first node in the path
must be on the local system, the second node must be linked
to the first, and so on. To reach user1 on sys2 if your com-
puter‘s address is syst you would use the following address:
sys1! sys2! sys3! usert
Bank A row of similar components used as a single device,
like a bank of memory. Banks must be installed or removed
together. See Bank Switching.
Bank Switching A way of expanding memory beyond an
operating systems or microprocessor's address limitations by
switching rapidly between two banks of memory. in MS—DOS,
a 64K bank of memory between 640K and one megabyte is set
aside. When more memory is needed, the bank, or page, is
switched with a 64K page of free memory. This is repeated
with additional 64K pages of memory. When the computer
requires data or program instructions not in memory, expand-
ed memory software finds the bank containing the data and
switches it with the current bank of memory. Although effec-
tive, bank switching results in memory access times that are
slower than true, extended memory.
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Curd Dialer A device attached to a telephone Wm
accepts a special plastic card and then automatically dials [32
number on the card as indicated by the holes punched in (1
card dialer is now obsolete except for unusual applicati ‘A
like systems whereby you carry your card with you and US”as a security device.

Curd Issuer lrlenlilier Code CIID — (pronounced
“sid“) A code issued with certain calling cards. AT&T’s Cm)
cards cannot be used by other interexchange carriers but C3,,be used by LECs.

Curd Servius The softiiiiare layer above Socket Servicg
that coordinates access to PCMClA cards, sockets and 5“
tem resources. Card Services is a software management inter.
face that allows the allocation of system resources (such 3
memory and interrupts) automatically once the sock,
Services detects that a PC Card has been inserted. Thisi;
called “hot swapping." The idea is that you can slide PCMCTA
cards in and out of PC at will and your Socket and Card set.
v'ces will recognize them and respond accordingly. its a gm
tteory. l n practice, it doesn't work because certain cards, mg
network cards, simply can't be connected and disconnected;
will. Socket Services is a Bl0S level software interface fig
provides a method for accessing the PCMCIA slots of a corn
puter. Card Services is a software management interface iii;
a lows the allocation of system resources (such as memory
and interrupts) automatically once the Socket Services
detects that a PC Card has been inserted. Both of these Spec.
if'cations are contained in the PCMCIA Standards document
You do not need either Socket or Card Services to success.
fully use PCMCIA cards in your desktop or laptop. You sim
py need the correct device drivers and the proper memory
exclusions. See PCMCIA, Socket Services and Slot Sizes.
Curd Slol A place inside a phone system or computer into
watch you slide a printed circuit board. See Board.
ccmllus Laptops typically come with slots for what are now
kr own as PC cards —- little credit card size devices who on
various things — like become a modem, become a network
interface card, become a video conferencing card, become at
ISDN card, etc. These cards were originally called PCMCIA
cards. (For a full explanation see PCMCIA). The original
PCMClA spec was 16-bit. The new spec, called CardBus
which combines the PCI bus, has a 32-bit interface and sup
ports 132 Mbps. The CardBus specification is the significant-
ly improved successor to the previous PC Card standard. But
the two standards are not compatible. You cannot run a lap-
top with both PCMCIA and CardBus cards. You must run
them with cards of the same standard. And these days, the
best standard to go with is CardBus. According to 3Com.
which makes some excellent CardBus cards, CardBus deliv-
ers 33 MHz, 32-bit performance based on PCI bus architec-
ture; low 3.3-volt power consumption; bus mastering for
sharply improved CPU elficlency; built-in multifunction capa-
bilities; Zoomed Video to handle multimedia applications and
(so 3Com says, but i haven’t found) backward compatibility
with 16-bit PC Card (PCMCIA) devices. According to 3Com.
CardBus provides notebook users with:
Cardllus Think laptop (also called notebook). You dont
have the room for a traditional PC card — say one to accorir
modate a modem, or a NIC (network interface card). The first
crack at making small cards to fit inside laptops were called
PCMCJA cards, later called PC cards. The first PC cards were
16-bit. Later the PCMClA Association issued updated specs

Ealled CardBus. Here are the characteristics and benetitsolardElus:
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. 20 times the throughput of conventional to-bit PC Card
(05 The 32-bit CardBus interface can transmit data at 400-

,300 Mhps, compared to 16-bit PC Card’s 2o-so Mbps. Use s
W5; have that higher bandwidth for linking to a 100 Mbps
Fast Ethernet network, for quickly.moi.h'ng data to and from
539.2 storage devices(su_ch as_Zip drives) and forhandlirg
bandwidth-hungry applicat ons like video conferencing.
, Bener systems performance under Windows 95, 98 and
windows NT. Bus mastering lets a CardBus device. transfer
data to computer memory directly, without intervention tron
mg notebook’s processor. ‘his boosts overall computer per-
(oimance multitasking Wirdows 95 and Windows NT (soon
to be known as Windows 2000) operating environments.
plug, it increases throughput when the notebook is connec -
ed to a Fast Ethernet LAN.
a Lower power consump ion. CardBus devices run at 3.3
volts, instead of 16-bit PC Cards 5 volts. That mears
CardBus devices use less power than conventional PC Card
devices, and generate less heat inside the computer. This
batteries last longer. '
0 Easier installation of mu tifunctional devices. The CardBus
5peClNCaNDFlS enables shar‘ng of multiple resources on a sin-
gle card with no need for special drivers. As a result, CardBLs
multifunction cards will be simpler to install than their 16-bit
PC Card equiva ants, and they will have fewer interoperabili-
ty and compatiblity problems.
. optimized video performance. The CardBus Zoomed Video
feature hardles streamed video transmissions more efficient-
ly by trans erring the data directly to the PC’s video controller
over a dad’ bus. That way. video doesn't have to compete

' the computers PCI bus. See Card Services
and PCMCIA.
(ARE Customer Account Record Exchange. A system devel-
oped to ake easy the exchange of customer accoun infor-
malion between the IXC (long distance phone company) and
the LEC (ocal prone company) to make easy the provision-
ing of telecom services. CARE generically identifies data ele-
ments that migh be exchanged between the IXC and _EC in
an indust y format. it is intended to provide a consistent def-
inition and data format for the exchange of common data ele-
ments. The C.A.R.E. records (kept at the LEC) inform the cus-
tomer‘s long-dis ance provider of changes in the cus omer’s
account i.e., customer has selected Company X as its
provider, or has erminated service, etc.)
caret The symbol A which is found above 6 on most key-
boards. Aso ised to indicate the “Ctrl“ key in some iistruc-
lion mantals.

HROT Central'zed Automatic Reporting On Trunks. A test
and main enance facility associated primarily with electronic
toll switching systems like the AT&T Communications #4-
ESS. CARO is a computerized system that automaticallyaccesses and tests trunks for a maximum of fourteen offices

simultaneous y. It enables rapid routine testing of all trinks to
ensure quick ‘dentification of faults and potential failures.
(ARP Cache Array Routing Protocol. A protocol dev loped
to route clien requests to one of a cluster, or array, 0' proxy
servers on which databases are cached from origin Web
servers. CAR’ contains a Proxy Array Membership Table
from which ar HTTP client agent (i.e., proxy server 0 client
browser) can allocate and intelligently route URL requests to
“it member. lcrosoft has implemented CARP in its proxy
servers. See a so Client, HTTP, Proxy, Server, and URL.
"'_'Pfl| Tunnel Syndrome Carpal tunnel syndrome is a
sericus disorder of the arm caused by fast, repetitive work,

such as typing without support for your wrists or with insuffi-
cient time for rest. in carpal tunnel syndrome, the tendons
passing through the wrist bones swell and press on the medi-
an nerve. Surgery to take pressure off the nerve can relieve
numbness and pain, but it's not always effective and many
victims remain permanently disabled. The best prevention is
using a wrist rest and undertaking specific exercises. A lot of
“knowledge workers" have claimed that carpal tunnel syn-
drome is the result of working at computer keyboards all day
long, day after day. There is a good book on the subject —
Conquering Carpal Tunnel Syndrome by Sharon J. Butler,
New Harbinger Publications, Oakland, CA. See also
Computer Vision Syndrome.
Carriage Deals Let’s say I want to start a new TV channel.
Let's call it Harry’s 24-Hour All Tennis Channel. I figure out
how to fill 24-hours a day, seven days a week with great ten-
nis. Super idea. Nowl have my programming. All i need is to
get it out there. I have to work "carriage deals" with satellite
operators and cable TV operators to get my channel on their
network (i.e. to carry my channel on their network) so their
customers can see it. There are no “standard" carriage deals.
Sometimes the cable TV operator or satellite operator might
pay me a flat monthly fee, or a per subscriber fee. Sometimes
lwill pay them. It all depends on “hot” my programming is.
Carriage Return By hitting this key, the printing head or
the cursor on your screen will return to the left hand margin.
Usually hitting a Carriage Return or the “Enter" key includes a
line feed, i.e. the paperwill move up one line or the cursor will
drop down one line. “Usually" does not mean always. So
check. You can usually correct the problem of not having a
line feed with a carriage return by moving a dip switch on the
printer, changing one of the parameters of the telecommuni-
cations software program (the part where it says something
about auto linefeed) or changing the computers operating
system (by doing a “Config" or the like). in most microcom-
puters, a Carriage Return is equivalent to a “Control M," or
ASCll 13. A line feed is a "Control J".

Curried load 1. A telephone industry definition. Carried
load is the usage measured on a circuit group. A circuit has a
potential carried load capacity of 36 CCS per hour which is
rarely approached because of the idle time between calls.
2. A data networking definition. The traffic that occupies a
group of servers on a LAN.
Curried Traffic The part of he traffic offered to a group of
servers that successfully seizes a server on a LAN.
Carrier 1. A company which orovidcs communlca'
cults. Carriers are split into “p ivate” and “commor.
vate carrier can refuse you serv'ce. A “ ' ' .
Most of the carriers in our industry — your local phone com-
pany, AT&T, MCI, Sprint, etc. — are common carriers.
Common carriers are regulated. Private carriers are tot.
2. An electrical signal at a cortinuous frequency capable of
being modified-to carry information. For analog systems, the
carrier is usually a sine wave of a particular frequercy, such
as 1800 Hz. it is the modificat'ons or the changes from the
carrier's basic frequency that become the informatior carried.
Modifications are made via amplitude, frequency or phase.
The process of modifying a ca rier signal is called modula-
tion. A carrier is modulated and demodulated (the signal
extracted at the other end) according to fixed protoco s. Some
of the wideband (i.e. multi-freqlency) circuits are also called
“carriers." T-1, which typically has 24-channel PC voice
circuits, is known as a carrier system.
Carrier Across Billing System See CABS.

159
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:o the called party, rather than the Calling pa
vas pioneered in the US in 1966, where “W
erically as |n—WATS (Incoming wide A,“
ications Service), and makes use of the 800 3%
codes, listed in order of introduction. Freepim
is known as Freecall in some countries; outsige
liallng prefix can be 0800, 0500, or some simii Q
:eding digits. a’
ias proven particularly popular with business
who are often willing to bear the cost of a 1%

I order to promote their services or to ercoura
i order their products by phone. Prior to the iii?
t approvals by the |TU—T of Recommendations
i52, however, companies have been res ricted in
reephone number in one country. Those Organ}.
rig to offer products or services to customers on
nal basis have had no choice but to register;
iber in each country, which has proved inwieldy
nefficient. The new standard for Lniversai
Freephone Numbers (U|FNs) will encourage ire
of International Freephone Service (IFS), which

free up companies‘ abilities to operate across
markets. benefiting consumers by allow'ng them
ormation or to shop around for goods and 35,.
iersonal expense. It is hoped the new standard
;timulate the market for Freephone services in
Asia-Pacific, regions that until now h ve been
up the sen/ice.
I market for the UlFN service is expected to be
. The globalization of markets via new technolo
the Internet means that many companies are now
their products and services to users in different
dwill benefit from being able to advertise a sin-
iumber to potential customers all over the world.
few global market number can also be routed to
tinations, allowing companies to direct their
‘is to the most appropriate location for efficient
ee also 800 Service, |nWATS, international
iervice, and Universal International Freephone

e Communications Radio communications
srowave, satellite and cellular.
Software that doesn't cost anything, but may

well as the software you pay for.
lo more price hikes for three years. That a three
i prices.
iicture manipulators, the ability to stop or holda
0 so that the picture is frozen like a snapshot.
cnce The transmission of discrete video picture
ata rate which is too slow to provide the percep-
ral motion, referred to as “full—motion.” Ari
id, digitized full—motion video signal is typically
t many millions of bits per second. Freeze frame
d on anything from a simple voice grace phone
at 9.6 Kbps (the same speed as a Group 3 fac-
he).
or abbreviation for a "flle request” for a file from

i in a network. in FidoNef a node user usually
rough mailer software which sends an appropri-

l a distant node that has the desired file. Freqing
i in FidoNet to transfer files back and forth
Ss (bulletin board systems) automatically.
file transfer in PCRelay.
e Freq.
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g The rate at which an electromagnetic waveform
mgecliriial current) alternates, usually measured in Hertz.

is a unit of measure which means “cycles per second.“
so rrgquency equals the number of complete cycles of ener-

' . current) occurring in one second. See Bandwidth,
' "n, Fre uency and Hertz.

B3“”"’2tn.y iigile Modem A modem used on some
by nd LANs (Local Area Networks. A frequercy agile
model can search the frequencies on the LAN to find one avail-
acle in order to communicate with other attached devices.
mquency Agility The ability of a cellular mobile tele-
phone system to shift automatically between frequercies.
mquency Band The portion ofthe electromagnetic spec-
[mm within a specified upper— and lower-frequency limit. Also
known as Frequency Range. See also Band, Frequeicy for a
complete list of all the frequencies.
frequency Domuin Waveforms,_such as speech signals,
are typically v_iewed in the time domain, i.e. as power levels or
yQ|[ageS varying over time. The 19th century Frenci mathe-
matician Fourier ‘demonstrated an algorithm called Fast
Fourier Transform‘. orvFFT, which can express any complex
waveform over a fixed interval as the sum of a series of sine
waves of different energy levels. Analyzing signals l‘l the_fre-
quency domain has proven an extremely. powerful technique
with diverse applications, including filtering, recognition and
speech modeling. _ _ I _
mquency Dcverscty A _way of protecting a radio signal
by providing a second, continuously operating radio signal
on a different frequency, which will assume the load when the
regular channel fails. Here_s another way of saying the same
thing: Frequency diversity is_a any method of diversity trans-
mission and reception wherein the same information signal is
transmitted and received simultaneously on two or more
independently fading carrier frequencies.
Frequency Division Multiple Access A technique for
sharing a single transmission channel (such as a satellite
transponder) among two or more users by assigning each to
an exclusive frequency band within the channel.
Frequency Division Multiplexing FDM. An older
technique in which the available transmission bandwidth of a
circuit is divided by frequency into narrower bands, each used
for a separate voice or data transmission channel. This means
you can carry many conversations on one circuit.
Frequency Frogging The interchanging of the frequency
allocations of carrier channels to prevent singing, reduce
crosstalk, and to correct for a transmission line frequency-
response slope. it is accomplished by having the modulators
in a repeater translate a low—frequency group to a high-fre-
quency group, and vice versa. Because of this frequency
inversion process, a channel will appear in the low group for
one repeater section and will then be translated to the high
group for the next section. This results in nearly constant
attenuation with frequency over two successive repeater sec-
tions. and eliminates the need for large slope equalization and
adiuslment. Also, singing and crosstalk are minimized
because the high—level output of a repeater is at a different fre-
quency from the low-level input to other repeaters.
Frequency Greccso A special kind of radio lubricant that
is used to overcome problems of static in radio transmis-
srons. Actually, there is no such thing, but every new radio
technician falls prey to the joke. it's much like a “pot stretch-
?" Rat’ Horak, my Contributing Editor, was a Mess Sergeant
Ii‘. the US Army. He would send the privates on KP (Kitchen
Patrol) to another mess hall to get a pot stretcher if the pot

was too small, or to get a screen door for the refrigerator dur-
ing the summer. His buddies in Communications would send
the new radio technicians to get some radio grease. it was a
lot of fun during tie Vietnam War, which was not a lot of fun.
it worked only one time per private (usually). See also Bucket
o‘ Dial Tone.

Frequency llopping Another name for spread spectrum
transmission. A technique developed by Hedy Lamarr, the
actress, in the eary part of the second world war to prevent
the enemy from ja ming or eavesdropping on conversations
and on commands to steer torpedoes, etc. The idea is to hop
from one frequency to another in split-second intervals as you
transmit information. Attempts to iam the signal succeed only
in knocking out a ew small bits of it. So effective is the con-
cept that it is now the principal antijamming device in the US
military. Ms. Lamarr never got paid for the invention. But it
was definitely hers. She invented it because of her patriotism
for the United States. She had fled Austria in 1937. She
received a US. pa ent in 1940. See also Spread Spectrum.
Frequency Ilopping Spread Spectrum Spread spec-
trum modulation technique that alters the frequency over
which a data transmission occurs. Complex algorithms deter-
mine the order in which data is sent and received. See also
Frequency Hopping and Spread Spectrum.
Frequency Modulation A modulation technique in
which the carrier frequency is shifted by an amount propor-
tional to the value of the modulating signal. The amplitude of
the carrier signals remains constant. The deviation of the car-
rier frequency determines the signal content of the message.
Commercial TV and FM radio use this technique, which is
much less sensitive to noise and interference than is ampli-
tude modulation (AM). in the world of modems, digital bit
streams can be transmitted over analog facilities through this
same technique, whereby a 0 bit might be represented by a
high—frequency sine wave (or set of sine waves) and a1 bit by
a low—frequency sine wave (or set of sine waves). Contrast
with Amplitude Modulation and Phase Shift Keying.

l
Frequency Modulation. Native digital lril stream (top) as
represented over analog facilities using Frequency
Modulation (bottom).

iliiliriiiiiflidliollirbi
Frequency orrser Non-linear distortion that causes a
shift in the frequency ofa received signal.
Frequency Response The variation (dB) in relative
strength between frequencies in a given frequency band, usu-
ally the voice frequency band of an analog telephone line.
Frequency Reuse The ability to use the same frequencies
repeatedly within a single system, made possible by the basic
design approach used in cellular. Since each cell is designed
to use radio frequencies only within its boundaries, the same
frequencies can be reused in other cells not far away with lit-
tle potential for interference. The reuse of frequencies is what
allows a cellular system to handle a huge number of calls with
a limited number of channels.

Frequency Slcitt Keying FSK. A modulation technique
for data transmission. it shifts the frequency above the carrier

377
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aam PSAP (Public Service Answering Position) it
it that the caller never be left in disconcerting Sign ‘S
if is an emergency call. “No hold" features airowii,
ce or transfer to be done while the PSAP 911 age
uninterrupted communication with the caller. m

oming Calls A cell phone carrier restriction ing
incoming calls to the assigned cellular number. cm

1 calls are permitted. This is an optional feature iii’
llular phone users subscribe to because it saves (hem
n North America, calls coming into a cell phone typ
st the user a per minute charge that is equal in
iii outgoing call. This not the case in most GSM cg,ystems in Europe, Japan and Australia, etc.

9 Preference Requires the user to manually seieuch down) a line for each call.

Instruction that does nothing. It is used to hold in"future insertion of a machine instruction.

taticnal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ,(
rnment agency which runs satellites used, interag
wildlife movements. Two satellites, called NOA/(.1
A-1 2, orbit the earth via the poles every 100 minute;
Earth revolves beneath them. they are able to sea"
int on its surface. The satellites work by listening oi
ipler Shift’ in the signal being transmitted by a coin
r animal's neck. The shift is a change in the perceived
y of the radio signal — similar to what a pedestrian
ppen to the pitch of a police siren as the policecai
«y. Using this technique, you can track animalslo wtii
acy of a little more than half a mile, or one kilomeiei
Network Operations Business information System.
twork Operations Center, a group which is responsi.
e day—to—day care and feeding of a network. Each sei-
vider usually has a separate NOC, so you need to
ich one to call when you have problems. Also called
Network Control Center.
rtwork Outward Dialing. A service feature of an auto
' switched telephone network that allows a calling
lial directly all user numbers on the network withoit
intervention. See also Direct Ouhward Dialing.
Architectures Also called Hub architectures.

ztwork architectures means that network traffic from
zations are connected into a single network site for
ation and aggregation to higher speed circuits. The
then transmitted from this hub site to a central net-
3, or to other hub sites. Nodal architectures save
iut also increase the risk of a single network failure
multiple network locations.
Allrilwle A nodal state parameter that is consid
vidually to determine whether a given node is accept
/or desirable for carrying a given connection.
Clark The principal clock or alternate clock located
cular node that provides the timing reference for allactions at that node.
Constraint A restriction on the use of nodes for
-ction for a specific connection.
In Another name fora MAC address. Every Network
Card (NIC) has a MAC address hardcoded into lL

ress is unique in all the world to that NIC card. The
dress effectively identifies the LAN-attached device
:h it is associated. A NIC works with the network soil-
computer operating system to transmit and receive

s on the network. I first saw the use of the term Nodal
iructions to instal a PCMCIA network card into a lair l
ing Windows NT. Those instructions asked you fat I
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me card’s nodal lD, which happened (though I didn’t know it)
,0 be printed on the card itself. l had never run into this prob-
lem because Windows for Workgroups, Windows 95 and
windows 98 automatically recognize the MAC address
whenver you install _
3p(;MClA network card in a laptop ru

5“ Network mfeiimedciud’ t tit t ' til i f
nodal Metric lpo 3 parlame er _ a requrpes eva ues Dd(he parameter for a no es a orig a given pat to be combine
in determine whether the path IS acceptable and/or desirable

(or cairlylflg a given connection. .Noda Stale Parameter information that captures an
aspect or property of a node._ _ I _
",4, 1, point of connection into a network. In multipoint
networks, it means its a unit _thats polled. lnl‘.ANs, its a
device on the ring. in packet switched networks, its one of the
many packet switcheswhich form the networks backbone.
g_ An SCSA term. An independent S_C$A unit in a distributed
processing SCSA network, consisting of one or more
resource and/or networkboards, and one or more SCxbu_s
adapter boards. Communication between nodestake place via
the SCxbi_is. From a device programming_ point of view, anode is simply an addressable system unit which contains

boards connected by an SCbus..See ‘$4.100. _
Node Address The unique identifier used to describe a

specific node. See Node Number. _ _ _
Node Number A node number identifies a network board
on a local area network. Every station on a network must con-
tain at least one network board. ‘Each. network board must
have a unique node number to distinguish it from all the other
network boards in that network. In a file server with more than
one network board, the node number in LAN A is designated
for all traffic addressed to that server. Node numbers can be
set in a variety _ot ways, depending on which network board
you use: (1) with Jumpers or switches on boards such as
Arcnet, (2) at the factory for Token—Ring and Ethernet boards.
or (3) with software. H I
Node Type in IBM's SNA, the classification of a network
device based on the protocols it supports and the network
addressable units (NAUs) it can contain. Type 1 and Type 2
nodes are peripheral nodes. Type 4 and 5 nodes are subareanodes.

Nol Notice Of Inquiry. The first public notification that the

about to hold a public inquiry inttaasparticular subject.Microsoft has coined the term. N I ,for the group of
tour Net—centric companies that tend to believe that what hap-
pens on the Internet might be so strong as to alleviate

Microsoft‘s hegemogy over the PC isndustry. The four mem-bers are Netscape, racle, IBM and un.
Noise Unwanted electrical signals introduced into telephone
lines by circuit components or natural disturbances which

lendltp degrade the performance of the line. Also known ashe oise.

Noise Cancelling Headset manufactures have long sought
to reduce the background noise transmitted via headsets. One

approarr:'h is the use of noise cancelling miprophones. Thesemicrop ones consist of two separate microp ones, one direct-
ed at the headset usefs mouth, the other in the opposite direc-
[lift], The room side element will pick up ambient room noise
along with some ambient user sound. The microphone direct-
edlat the user will receive the same amount of ambient room
noise as the other microphone, but a much greater amplitude
of the user's voice. Both signals are then transmitted to the
amplifier. At this point, signals common to both microphones

are cancelled out. What remains is the extra voice signals
received by the user side microphone. This signal is then
amplified and transmitted to the party on the receiving end of
the call. This approach has one drawback. it demands perfect
microphone positioning, because withoit it, the headset user's
voice is cancelled. The technology works well with highly-
trained people such as pilots, astronauts, and military person-
nel, but can be difficult to implement in he offce environment
where less skilled personnel struggle to properly position sen-
sitive microphones. Headset man ifacturers compromised by
using noise cancelling microphores w‘ h mo e limited capa-
bilities but that were easier to use.
A second approach to noise red ctio‘ is he use of voice

T switching technology. This technique only at ows the micro-

613

phone to transmit when volume reaches a predete mined
level. When the headset user is not talkiig, or is pausing dur-
ing the conversation. no sound is tansrrited. When the
headset user speaks at a norma leve, the microptone is
“live‘‘ and will transmit in a normal fashior. This approach
also has it drawbacks. When the microdhone ‘s "live" 't picks
up not only the voice of the persor usingthe headset, but any
and all background noise. Voice switc ing telps the headset
user hear what is being said more clearly, bit does this to
help the person to whom they are alki g.
As a solution. some headset manufacture have merged the
two technologies. By using a nose cancel lag microphone
and voice switching, they achieve near perfect noise reduc-
tion. Each manufacturer offers noise caicellirg techno ogy on
some of their headsets.
Noise cancelling is important in a telephone call center. In a
large center, as room noise rises, agents speak louder. For
those employees, noise is more than ‘ust an inconve'ience,
or a black spot on a professional image, it directly affects pro-
ductivity. When conversations must be repeated, cal dura-
tions increase. Multiply this by enough calls, and staffirg and
equipment must also be increased. The above information
from headset distributor, CommuniTech.
Noise Equivalent Power At a given data-signaling rate
or modulation frequency, operating wavelength, and e ective
noise bandwidth, the radiant power that produces a signal-to-
noise ratio of unity at the output of a given optical detector.
Information Gatekeepers defines NEP as a measurerrent in
fiber optics that at a given modulation frequency, wavelength,
and for a given effective noise bandwidth, the radiant power
that produces a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 at the pulpit of a
given detector. Some manufacturers and authors, according
to Information Gatekeepers, define NEP as the miiimum
detectable power per root unit bandwidth; when def'ned in
this way, NEP has the units of watts/(hertz) 1/2. Therefore, the
term is a misnomer, because the units of power pe watts.
Some manufacturers define NEP as the radiant power that
produces a signal—to—dark current noise ratio of unity. This is
misleading when dark—current noise does not dominate, as is
often true in fiber systems.
Noise Figure NF. The ratio (in dB) between the signal-to-
noise ratio applied to the input of the microwave component
and the signal-to-noise ratio measured at its output. It is an
indication of the amount of noise added to a signal by the
component during normal operation. Lower noise figures
mean less degradation and better performance.
Noise Floor The lowest input signal power level which will
produce a detectable output signal from a microwave compo-
nent, determined by the thermal noise generated within the
microwave component itself. The noise floor limits the ulti-
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Tone An audio signal consisting of one or more superim-
posed amplitude modulated frequencies with a distinct
cadence and duration. See Tone Set and Tones.
Tone Alternator A motor-driven AC generator that pro-
duces audio-frequency tones.
Tone Dial What the Australians call tone dial, Americans
call touchtone. Tone diet or touchtone dial makes a different
sound (in fact, a combination of two tones) for each number
pushed. The correct name for tone dial is “Dual Tone
MultiFrequency" (DTMF). This is because each button gener-
ates two tones, one from a “high" group of frequencies —
1209, 1136, 1477 and 1633 Hz — and one from a “low"
group of frequencies — 697, 770, 852 and 841 Hz. The fre-
quencies and the keyboard. or tone dial, layout have been
internationally standardized, but the tolerances on individual
frequencies vary between countries. This makes it more diffi-
cult to take a touchtone phone overseas than a rotary phone.
You can "dla|” a number faster on a tone dial than on a rotary
dial, but you make more mistakes on a tone dial and have to
redial more often. Some people actually find rotary dials to be,
on average, faster for them. The design of all tone dials is stu-
pio. Deliberately so. They were deliberately designed to be the
exact opposite (i.e. upside down) of the standard calculator
pad, now incorporated into virtually all computer keyboards.
The reason for the dumb phone design was to slow the users
dialirg down to the speed Bell central offices of early touch
tone vintage could take. Today, central offices can accept tone
dialirg at high speed. But sadly, no one in North America
makes a phone with a sensible, calculator pad or computer
keyboard dial. On some telephone/computer workstations you
can cial using the calculator pad on the keyboard. This is a

hrough. it is a lot faster to use this pad. The keys are
, more sensibly laid out and can actually be touch—typed

* ouch-typing on a keyboard.) Nobody, but nobody can
“touch-type“ a conventional telephone tone pad. A tone dial on
a telephone can provide access to various special services and
features —— from ordering your groceries over the phone to
inqui ing into the prices of your (hopefully) rising stocks.
Tone Disabling A method of controlling the operation of
communications equipment by transmitting a certain tope
over he phone line.
Tone Diversity A method of Voice Frequency Telegraph

-(VFTG) Transmission wherein two channels of a 16—channeI
VFTG carry the same information. This is commonly achieved
by twinning the channels of a i6—channel VFTG to provide
eight channels with dual diversity.
Tone Generator A handheld device which puts a tone on
a cable. The tone is picked up with an inductive amplifier at
connection points or the other end of the cable. Slang for the
tool is Toner. See inductive Amplifier and Tone Probe.
Tone Probe A testing device used to detect signals from a
tone generator to identify phone circuits, often the size of a fat
pencil or skinny banana. Some models contain speakers; oth-
ers must be used with a headset or a butt set. See also Tone
Generator.

Tone Ringing Either a steady or oscillating electronic tone
at the phone to tell you someone is calling.
Tone Sender 1. A printed circuit card in Ftolm CBX which
supplies the data bus with the digital representations of the
following tones: dial, ring, busy, error, howler (oft—hook time-
out) and pulse (after flashing).
2. A printed circuit card which generates the following tones:
dial, ring, busy, error, howler (oft—hook timeout) and pulse
(after flashing).
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Tone Set A collection of tones which are customarii
as a set for the purposes of call setup and teardownytused
DTMF, R1 MF, R2 ME). in the case of DTMF. the tone seie'g"
also be usedby the client application during the conversatpanportion of a call. '0“

Tone Signaling The transmission of supervisory aqme
and alerting signals over a telephone circuit by Eneans 35
tones. Typically inband. See also Signaling System 7 0'
Tone To Dial Pulse Conversion Converts DTMF (Du I
Tone Multiple Frequency) signals to dial pulse signals whea
trunks going to carry outgoing calls are not Bqulppgq ,3
receive tone signals. A lot of electronic phones with touchtone
dials have a sliding switci that allows you to choose whether
the phone will outpulse in rotary, or whether it will touchtone
out. You choose whichever your trunk line will accept.
Tone/Pulse Switchable Most phones in North /\lTiBllCa
come with a pushbutton cial. Many of these phones hay”
switch that says “Tone/Pulse.” By sliding the switch one way
the pushbutton pad will d'al by sending out touchtones. By
sliding the switch the other way, the pushbutton pad will that
by rotary pulses. See Rota y Dial.
Toner Tone gene ator used for identifying cable pairs.
Tones There are four basc tones which you will hear as you
use the telephone. These tones are used to indicate whats
going on. 1. Dial to (also called dialing tone in Europe) is
typically a continious low frequency tone of around 33 Hz
depending upon tie telephone company. it indicates that the
line is ready to receive the ing. 2. Busy Tone when the line or
equipment is in use, engaged or occupied. This is typically
400 Hz 0.75 sec on and 0.75 sec off. 3. Ring Tone is typical-
ly 133 Hz make ard break 0.4 sec On: 0.2 sec Off: indicates
called line is ringing out (*7 Hz intermittent applied at called
end to operate tie telepione bell or buzzer). 4. Number
Unobtainable continuous a 400 Hz indicates out of service or
temporarily suspended. Tones vary considerably from coun-
try to country and between telephone companies.
Tonnage The un't of measurement used in air conditioning
systems to describe the heating or cooling capacity of a sys-
tem. One ton of heat represents the ariount of heat needed to
melt one ton (2000 lbs.) of ice in one hour. 12,000 Btu/hr
equals one ton of heat. My office is on a 5,000 square foot
floor. We use a ten ton air conditione. It works most daysl
wouldn’t put more in. It would be a waste.
Tool In some computer languages, a small program execut-
ed as a shell command. In other compiter languages, such as
BASIC, it is called a "utility."
Toolbar A series of shortcut buttons providing quick access
to commands. Usually located directy below the menu bar.
Not all windows have a toolbar.

Toolkit A Dialogic word for an Applcations Generator.
Toolkit Developer Program A strategic alignment by
Dialogic with suppliers of voice processing applications
development software to provide high level application devel-
op merit tools.
Tone Dialing Same as touchtone eialing. See Touchtone.
TOP Technical Office Protocol. A version of the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model for use in the non-shop
floor environment, ie. in the office, developed by Boeing, the
people who make the planes. TOP was designed from the out-
set to be compliant with the ISO OSI seven—layer model.
Development has been merged with MAP, and the two func-
tional profiles share a common integration strategy, and have
a single (MAP/TOP) user group.
Top Down This is a method of distributing incoming calls
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apunch of people. It always starts at the top of a list E
ms and proceeds down the list looking for an availabl
Em See also Round Robin and Longest Available.

'3“! Domain A certain segment of a network in th
0 mission Control Protocol/Internet (T_CP/IP) UNlX env

enl. A network is segmented into_a hierarchy of domair
[groupings In the Internet in the United Btates, there ares

0 .ievel domains: com (commercial organizations), edu (edi
capon organizations), gov (government agencies), mil (Militai
mitnet hosts), net (networking organizations), and org (nor

roiit organizations). The next lower level relates to specif
pompanies, and the level below to devices within a company.
topology Network Topology. The configiiration of a con
munication network. The physical topology is the way the he
work looks. LAN physical topologies include bus, ring ar
Sm wAN physical topology may be meshed, with each he
work node directly connected to every other network node,
partially meshed. The logical topology describes the way it
network works. For example, a 10Base-T LAN looks like
star, but works like a bus._ ‘ _
topology Aggregation The process of sumrnarizii
and compressing topology information at a hierarchical lei
(0 be advertised at the level above. _
topology Attribute A generic term that refers to eithe
link attribute or a nodal attribute.
topology Constraint An ATM term. A topology cc
straint is a generic term that refers to either a link constra
or a nodal constraint. . ‘
topology Database As an ATM_ term, it is the databz
that describes the topology of the entire PNNI routing domr
as seen by a node._ _ _
topology Metm A generic term that refers to either a l
metric or a nodal metric. _
topology state Parameter A generic term that ref
to either a link parameter or a nodal parameter. _ ‘
TOPS 1. Traffic Operator Position System. A specialized ci
sole designed for telephone company operators to help th
complete toll calls. _ _ V
2. A computer operating system, which originally stood
the transcendental operating system._ ‘ _
3. The operating system used by Digital Equipment Cor
DECSYSTEM-10 and DECSYSTEM—20 computers. Th
computers have been discontinued, but many are still in _i
TOPS MPX Northern Telecom‘s Traffic Operator Posil
System designed on a token ring for interface between open
positions and the IBM Directory Assistance system databat
Torn Tape Relay An antiquated tape relay system in wt
the perforated tape ismanually transferred by art operato
the appropriate outgoing transmitter. in short, its a torn t
relay is a store and forward message switching system wt
uses punched paper as the storage medium.
T05 Type of Service. _ _
Total llarmanic Distortion The ratio of the sum of
powers of all harmonic frequency signals (other than the
damental) to the power of the fundamental frequency sic
This ratio is measured at the output of a device under sp
fled conditions and is expressed in decibels. .
Total Internal Relleutlon The reflectionlthat on
when light strikes an interface at an angleoi incidencel
respect to the normal) greater than the critical angle.
Total lletworlr Data System. TNDS. _A ieleiil
company term. The Total Netw_ork_Data System IS the ov
data system for all types of switching equipment. H 1Total Transaction Call Processing A Rockwe
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iks busy, etc.. The types of occurrences mea
lely according to the type of system. Sum Vary
Ilfic Sensitive A telephone company term. Appllest
iipment whose ability to provide a specific level of servi 0ies as the calling load varies. “E

clfic Service Position System TSPS. Atoll switch-
ltd position configured as a push button console.
rlfic Shaping A generalized term fora congestion con-
management procedure in which data traffic is regulated

irder that it conform to a specified, desirable behavior pal.
1. Such a behavior pattern may include reduction or eliml.
ion of excessive traffic bursts from a LAN as it is present-
to a Frame Relay WAN through a router. Such bursts ma
eed the CIR (Committed Information Rate) and, thereforey
marked DE (Discard Eligible). During periods of Framé
ay WAN congestion, such bursts may result in discarded
nes, which require retransmission. Should the excessively
g bursts be transmitted successfully across the Frame
ay WAN, surcharges may apply (such surcharges ale
isual for U.S. carriers). All things considered, traffic Sllag.
may be the best approach in such a scenario. in an Am

\I environment, traffic shaping responsibility can be
omplished by the ATM switch, which actively would alter
traffic characteristics of a cell stream on a VCC {Virtual

annel Connection) or VPC (Virtual Path Connection). This
cedure may serve to reduce the peak cell rate, limit the
st length, or minimize the cell delay variation by T8-spag.
the cells in time in order that traffic flow not congest the

tch. This can be particularly important when dealing with
g bursts of high priority traffic, as such traffic literally can
ig the rest of the user traffic flow to its knees. See also
W, Committed information Rate, Discard Eligible, Frame
ay, VCC and CPC.
itfic Table A computer database into which a PBX enters
ount of feature activity. Certain detected operating errors
also entered in the traffic table.

rlfic Theory The branch of probability theory used to
dict how many telephone lines you need for how much
tic you are likely to put on the lines.
iltlc llsage Total occupancy of a network. This is calcu-
d a the product of holding time and calling rate and can be
ressed as ca||—hours. Traffic usage may be made up of
ny short calls or few long calls — it doesn’t matter.
iltic Ilsage Recorder A device for measuring and
ording the amount of telephone traffic carried by a group,
several groups, of switches or trunks.
ilfic Ilse Code A telephone company definition. A sys-
i standard two character alpha code designating the type of
tic offered to a trunk group. Traffic Use Codes are listed
I defined in Section 795-400-100 (Common Language
cult Identification —— Message Trunks).
nil As an ATM term, it is an entity that transfers informa-
I provided by a client layer network between access points
I server layer network. The transported information is mon-
ed at the termination points. _
iilor 1. A nonstandard way of standard way of sending
3. Trailers are used on some networks by 4BSD UNIX and
ie of its derivatives. . »
l block of controlling information transmitted at the end of
iessage to trace error impacts and missing blocks. Also
erred to as a trace block. .
iin The creation of word reference data by presenting
‘ds to a recognizer. A voice recognition term.
lining A feature of some modems which adjust to the
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gonditions including amplitude response, delay distortions,
“mlng recovery, and echo_characteristic,_ of a particular

lelecomrrlijunications connection by a receiving modern. Seeining D-
iiaaining up A technique that adjusts modems to current
lglepholie line conditions. The transmitting modem sends a
spf-3Cla| training sequence to the receiving modem. which
makes necessary adjustments for line conditions.
Transaction 1. It is a completed event that can be assem-
liled in chronological sequence for an audit trail.
2, An entry or an update in a database.
transaction Capabilities Function that controls non-
circuit-related information transfer between two or more
nodes via a SS7 signaling network.
transaction Capabilities Application Part TCAP.
the application layer protocol of SST. Transaction capabilities
in the S87 protocol are functions that control non-circuit
related information transferred between two or more signaling
nodes. Definition from Bellcore in reference to its concept of
the Advanced Intelligent Network.
Transaction Detail The detail of a transaction record.
Transaction Internet Protocol TIP. The Transaction
Internet Protocol protocol ensures that multivendor transac-
tion monitors will work with one another to complete transac-
tions over the Internet (RFC 2371). TIP came from a joint
Microsoft/Tandem effort. I excerpted the following from a
Microsoft Market Bulletin.
Two companies (Microsoft and Tandem) team have combined
to publish a specification for a two-phase commit protocol to
make it easier for businesses to do transaction processing
across the Internet. Two—phase commit is the commonly-used
application protocol used by high-end system software —
including Transaction Processing (TP) Monitors and databas-
es — to coordinate the work of multiple applications on dif-
ferent computers as a single unit, or transaction. Businesses
want to link existing transaction processing systems together
across the Internet using two-phase commit protocols, but
existing implementations of two-phase commit are too com-
plex for use on the Internet. TIP is designed to solve this
problem, defining a simple protocol that existing vendors of
TP Monitors and databases can easily implement into their
products, solving the problem of transaction coordination
across the Internet. Microsoft will implement TIP in the
Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC), Microsoft's trans-
action manager that first shipped with SQL Server 6.5. DTC
currently supports other open two-phase commit protocols,
including OLE Transactions, the X/0pen’s XA protocol, and
has future plans to support SNA LU 6.2 Sync Level 2.
Windows NT Sewer 5.0 will provide native support for TIP.
Tandem will support TIP in its NonStop systems. Both the ref-
erence implementation and the TIP specification can be
downloaded directly from www.microsoft.com/pdc or
www.tandem.com/menu_pgs/svwr_pgs/svwrnewshtm.
Microsoft and Tandem have submitted the TIP specification to
the Internet Engineering Task Force, who have published it at
htlp://dsinternic.net/internet—drafts/draft-Iyon-itp—nodes-O0.tXt.
Transaction File A collection of transaction records. A
transaction data entry program allows for the creation of new
transaction files used to update the data base.
Transaction link Rockwell's link from its Galaxy ACD to
an external computer. See Open Application interface.
Transaction Tracking Your software keeps track of each
transaction as it happens. And if a component of your network
fails, your transaction tracking software backs out of the

incomplete transaction. This allows you to maintain your
database‘s integrity. You may, however, lose the single trans-
action you were working on when your network got sick.
Transactional Integrity A term that describes how your
computing/telecom system handles making sure that tie
transaction you just made is solid and clean and that the next
time you want to get to the results of the transaction you can.
“Transactional integrity" becomes critical when you're storirg
bits and pieces of your transactions on different media, indi-
ferent places. For example, you might want to store your da a
on a magnetic hard drive and your associated images on a
separate optical drive.
Transborcler Data Flow TDF. Transborder data flows
are movements of machine—readable data across internatior-
at boundaries. TDF legislation began in the 19705 and has
been put into effect by many countries in an attempt to protect
personal privacy of citizens. This term has particular meanjrg
as it relates to electronic commerce or EDI and is becomming
more and more relevant with the use of the Internet as a
means to conduct global business.
Transceiver 1. Any device that transmits and receives. it
sending and receiving information, it often provides data
packet collision detection as well.
2. In IEEE 802.3 networks, the attachment hardware connec —
ing the controller interface to the transmission cable. The
transceiver contains the carrier-sense logic, I e
transmit/receive logic, and the collision-detect logic.
3. A device to connect workstations to standard thick
Ethernet—styIe (IEEE 802.3).
Transceiver Cable In local area networks, a cable that
connects a network device such as a computer to a physical
medium such as an Ethernet network. A transceiver cable is
also called drop cable because it runs from a network node to
a transceiver (a transmit / receiver) attached to the trunk cable.
See Transceiver.

Transcocler A device that combines two 1.544 megabit per
second bit streams into a single 1.544 megabit per second bit
stream to enable transmission of 44 or 48 voice conversa-
tions overa DS-1 medium.
Transcocling A procedure for modifying a stream of data
carried so that it may be carried via a different type of network.
For example, transcoding allows H.320 video encoding, car-
ried via circuit switched TDM systems to be converted to
H.323 so that it can connect with and be transmitted across
packet switched ethernet LAN.
Transcriptionist A person who listens to a tape recording
and types the words he hears. The word, transcriptionist,
derives from the verb to transcribe. The most common
employment of transcribers is in the medical industry, where
busy doctors talk into tape recorders telling good and bad
news of their patients. And even busier transcriptionists type
those words into the patient’s medical records, or whatever.
Transducer A device which converts one form of energy
into another. The diaphragm in the telephone receiver and the
carbon microphone in the transmitter are transducers. They
change variations in sound pressure (your voice)_to variations
in electricity, and vice versa. Another transducer is the inter-
face between a computer, which produces electron-based sig-
nals, and a fiber-optic transmission medium, which handles
photon-based signals.
Transfer A telephone system feature which provides the
ability to move a call from one extension to another. It is prob-
ably the most commonly used and misused feature on a PBX.
Before you buy a PBX, check out how easy it is to transfer a


